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ABSTRACT: The advent of available, inexpensive powerful encryption software
based on the virtually "uncrackable" RSA algorithms, coupled with the Clinton
administration's response in the form of the Clipper Chip proposal, has pro-
duced a heated public debate which extends far beyond technical issues to the
very core of the constitutional rights and freedoms of American citizens. The
ability which this technology offers to private citizens (or to governments, busi-
nesses, and other institutions) of encrypting digitally communicated materials,
with privacy protection unassailable by even the most sophisticated code-break-
ing supercomputers of the National Security Agency, presents both serious
threats and challenging opportunities to archivists already struggling with the
management of electronic records. Thus, it is necessary for archivists to become
aware of the nature and development of this powerful form of encryption, the
government's response through the Clipper Chip proposal, and the associated
issues of individual privacy and public security. Moreover, archivists should
consider how encryption might be employed to facilitate the archival manage-
ment of electronic records.

L Introduction

The recent emergence of public-key encryption, a technological encoding
technique that is able to provide electronic communications and data with virtu-
ally "uncrackable" security, entails both intriguing opportunities and daunting
challenges for archivists attempting to deal with electronic records. On the one
hand, encryption technology may be employed to enhance the ability of
archivists to manage electronic records directly or to provide useful advice to
programmers/systems administrators attempting to construct archivally-sound
electronic record-keeping systems. Public-key encryption offers the archival
profession the opportunity to emulate some of the authentication functions per-
formed by diplomatics in the manuscript environment based upon the technolo-
gy's ability to authenticate electronic documents through creation of a digital
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"seal" or signature. The possibility of constructing a form of "modem diplomat-
ics" through the standard identification of distinct electronic record types and
the development of standard, predictable document structures, coupled with the
implementation of encryption to authenticate record transmission and content,
might allow archivists to address some of the most difficult problems associated
with electronic records-their mutability and the incumbent ambiguity as to
their evidential value.' Archivists, however, must also gain an awareness of the
aspects of public-key encryption technology which may threaten the long-term
accessibility and availability of the evidential and historical record. For exam-
ple, because archivists are not generally involved in institutional decisions on
the implementation of electronic record-keeping systems (many of which may
already employ some form of encryption technology) they may not gain access
to the "keys" (secret codes) to encrypted electronic records. It is crucial, there-
fore, for archivists to educate themselves on the nature of public-key encryption
and the radical effects it may (and in many cases is already having) on the char-
acter of emerging information policy and record-creating practices. This article
will attempt to introduce archivists to the capabilities and construction of pub-
lic-key encryption and the possible positive and negative consequences it may
hold for the archival profession.

II. The Theoretical Underpinnings of Dual-Key
Encryption Technology

The process of encoding secret documents or transmissions has been
employed by individuals, institutions and governments for centuries. Until
1976, however, these techniques, regardless of their relative complexity or
sophistication, suffered from one major flaw. Cryptography, the science of writ-
ing in or deciphering secret code, had always operated through the employment
of a key (or secret coding method) that encrypted a sender's original message
(what is now called "plaintext") into unintelligible gibberish or "ciphertext".2
The receiver, using the key which had been agreed upon ahead of time by both
parties, would then be able to decrypt the message back into the original plain-
text. The major difficulty created by this method revolved around protection
and management of the keys. In fact, the need for two or more people to agree
on a key "created problems that have been the stuff of spy novels and war histo-
ries for hundreds of years: lost keys, stolen keys, counterfeit keys, keys that
arrived after the message itself.""3

In 1976, Whitfield Diffie and Martin Helman, both then at Stanford
University, introduced the theoretical framework for an entirely different con-
cept of a "public-key" encoding system, one in which the sender and receiver
would never have to discuss a secret key. In 1978, Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir,
and Leonard Adleman of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology published
an article which outlined exactly how such a public-key system might work.4

Their mechanism, which would later become known as the RSA system (after
the initials of its inventors), cleverly manipulated both the strengths and weak-
nesses of computers' mathematical capabilities, thus producing a virtually
unbreakable encryption methodology. The basic mathematical idea behind pub-
lic-key systems is that of the "one-way function", i.e. mathematical calculations
that are much easier to perform in one direction than the other. For example,
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whereas "most people can quickly figure out, with a calculator or just a pencil,
what 76, or 7 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7 x 7, equals... very few people can quickly figure out
what the sixth root of 117,649 is (it's 7)."5 Surprisingly, perhaps, even the most
powerful computers, with allowances for their greater speed, also experience
the same difficulties as humans when performing such calculations.

In fact, as numbers become larger (such as the type of huge numbers which
can only be stored and manipulated by a computer and could not even be writ-
ten down by a human), the period of calculation time for the slow part of a one-
way function becomes so large that completing it is virtually impossible.6 For
example, if two prime numbers, each 100 digits long, are multiplied together,
the result will be a number about 200 digits long, and a computer can easily
determine that enormous product. However, if a computer "starts with the same
200-digit number and tries to find what those 100-digit factors are, the process
will be much slower...finding the factors...on a modem top-speed supercom-
puter would require not milliseconds or minutes but at least several centuries." 7

Thus, computer specialists have deemed this phenomena to be "computationally
infeasible."

Building upon this concept of computational infeasibility, Diffie, Helman and
the team at MIT concluded that numbers "hidden" by this structural weakness
of computer-based arithmetic could serve as a type of secret key.8 Thus, in the
RSA system (the most prevalent form of public-key encryption available today),
messages can be decoded by anyone who knows the two secret 100-digit prime
numbers that were multiplied together to produce each recipient's 200-digit
public key. The original prime numbers are only known by the intended recipi-
ent and no one else can figure them out from the public key.9 This ingenious
system completely eliminated the major flaw in all previous cryptographic sys-
tems by "splitting" the key among sender and recipient and thus substantially
reducing the security risks associated with traditional "key management."

III. User Interfaces:
How a Typical Public-Key System Operates

While the complex mathematical algorithms associated with public-key
encryption are of little concern to the typical user it is essential for archivists to
understand and recognize the existence of common encryption programs which
may be included in institutional electronic records-keeping systems or associat-
ed with other electronic media that the archivist may be called upon to manage.
The RSA program typically operates by generating two keys, one public, one
private. An individual is entrusted with the responsibility of not revealing
his/her private key to anyone, and maintaining its availability and proper opera-
tion. A person's public key, however, is in effect "digitally signed" by known
associates/friends to verify the authenticity of that key. After this process the
public key can be distributed widely and by any method one chooses. There are
already "key servers" in existence where public keys are available for down-
loading by anyone who wants them.'0 Individuals, consequently, also will need
to maintain "key rings" of all their correspondents' public keys in order to
employ them for decrypting messages.

An example of the process that an individual would typically invoke in order
to decode messages (or any other type of electronic data) encrypted by public-
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key technology would consist of several sequential steps. First, if person "A"
wants to send a message to person "B", person A will have to obtain the public
key of person B through any means possible (this should not prove difficult as
public keys by themselves will not decrypt messages and are thus often dissemi-
nated as widely as possible). Person A then uses person B's public key to
encode the message into an indecipherable, scrambled form. At this point only
one person in the world (person B) can decode this message through the use of
his/her private key.'1 Of course, this process has been simplified by software
producers through the design of graphic user interfaces which permit more intu-
itive navigation through these steps. An example of such a program is produced
by a group called Public Key Partners. In this system, after completing a docu-
ment, users will need only "hit a keystroke or click a mouse to encrypt their
computerized document with their personal signature... [and] recipients of the
document will need only to punch a keystroke or click a mouse to determine
without a shadow of a doubt-who electronically signed the document."' 2

IV. The Administration's Response
to Public-Key Encryption:The Clipper Chip

The prospect of easily accessible and affordable public-key encryption soft-
ware programs roaming the American marketplace in search of any willing user
who desired to apply this nearly unbreakable code to their electronic data/trans-
missions, sent shockwaves through executive agencies entrusted with law
enforcement. Federal agencies such as the Justice Department and the National
Security Agency realized that widespread use of public-key encryption could
severely hamper (if not eliminate altogether) their ability to monitor and tap
communications. 3 Administration officials argued for the establishment of
some type of electronic "back door" to secure the ability of law enforcement
officials (under legal warrants) to decrypt encoded transmissions.' 4 They viewed
the creation of such a device as the "last chance to protect personal safety and
national security against a developing information anarchy that fosters crimi-
nals, terrorists and foreign foes."'15 As a result of these concerns, a Federal inter-
agency task force was established in April 1993 to study the feasibility of
designing and implementing a new government encryption standard that would
allow officials to gain access to encrypted transmissions and electronic data.
The group proposed a device called the "Clipper Chip," officially known as the
MYK-78 and programmed by Mykotronx, Inc., of California, a public-key
encryption system that "the government can crack but that, it claims, nobody
else can."' 6 The idea behind the creation of this device was to allow the
Government to override other people's codes according to a concept called "key
escrow." 7 Through the employment of public-key encryption, two people can
communicate in total privacy, with both of them using digital keys to encrypt
and decipher messages. With the Clipper Chip "an additional key-created at
the time the equipment is manufactured-is held by the Government in
escrow...with a court-approved wiretap, an agency like the F.B.I. could listen
in." 18 Whitfield Diffie, inventor of public-key encryption, further elucidated the
concept behind the Clipper Chip with this analogy: "The effect is very much
like that of the little keyhole in the back of the combination locks used on the
lockers of schoolchildren. The children open the locks with the combinations,
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which is supposed to keep the other children out, but the teachers can always
look in the lockers by using the key.' 9

On February 4, 1994 the White House officially announced its support for the
Clipper Chip proposal with a series of statements and press releases by various
members of the administration such as Vice President Al Gore and Attorney
General Janet Reno. The most comprehensive explanation of the administra-
tion's position was delivered by the Press Secretary who described the intent
and purpose of the Clipper Chip as follows:

Advanced encryption technology offers individuals and businesses an inex-
pensive and easy way to encode data and telephone conversations.
Unfortunately, the same encryption technology that can help Americans
protect business secrets and personal privacy can also be used by terrorists,
drug dealers, and other criminals. In the past, Federal policies on encryption
have reflected primarily the needs of law enforcement and national securi-
ty. The Clinton Administration has sought to balance these needs with the
needs of businesses and individuals for security and privacy. 20

In this statement, the Press Secretary also emphasized that the Clipper Chip
would remain voluntary so that American citizens would be free to purchase/use
any form of encryption technology, and that export restrictions would remain in
place on domestic manufacturers desiring to sell encryption products abroad (in
order to protect national security). Vice President Gore echoed this "balanced"
policy envisioned as the basis for the Clipper Chip in his statement: "Our policy
is designed to provide better encryption to individuals and businesses while
ensuring that the needs of law enforcement are met."'2' Attorney General Janet
Reno emphasized the strict adherence to legality which would accompany any
wiretaps imposed on Clipper-encoded transmissions: "The escrow agents will
act under strict procedures...that will ensure the security of the key components
and govern their release for use in conjunction with lawful wiretaps."22 Thus,
the administration officially launched a program it believed would adequately
balance the needs of individual privacy and national security. The policy how-
ever, was to unleash a firestorm of protest.

V. Redefining the Boundaries between Public and Private:
The National Debate over Public-Key

Encryption Technology

The swirling national debate over public-key encryption and the
Administration's support of the Clipper Chip has been characterized by both
pretentious rhetoric and vicious invective. The reason why this issue has
seemed to antagonize so many disparate groups-from Internet "'junkies" and
civil rights activists to businesses, lawyers and law enforcement officials-is
the fact that the ready availability of secure encryption software, and the
Government's desire to restrict these programs, relate directly to how the con-
cepts of "private good" and "public good" are distinguished in American soci-
ety. These distinctions should not be unfamiliar to archivists, whose profession-
al missions are so often similarly blurred when it comes to the definition of pri-
vate and public rights.
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What is really at issue in this controversy is whether private citizens should
have the right to encode their electronic activities using secure encryption
mechanisms without the fear of the Federal Government having the ability to
listen in when it deems necessary.23 The fear that the Clipper Chip proposal rep-
resents an attempt by the Administration to invade private lives in the manner of
Orwell's "Big Brother" has produced a highly negative popular reaction to the
proposal. In fact, in a Time/CNN poll of 1000 Americans, 80% of those sur-
veyed said they disapproved of the Clipper Chip. 4 The "cypherpunks," a loose-
ly organized coalition of computer enthusiasts who strongly oppose Clipper,
believe that "instead of relying on data protection legislation and the goodwill
of systems administrators" public-key encryption allows individuals to "use the
computer to give us back the privacy that computerized systems have taken
away."25 The powerful tool of public-key encryption certainly represents a dou-
ble-edged sword as it does not discriminate among the intentions of its users. A
case which exemplifies the often paradoxical character of this system revolves
around the figure of Phil Zimmerman and his encryption program called "Pretty
Good Privacy" (PGP).

Zimmerman developed the PGP encryption software nearly three years ago,
and based it upon the RSA algorithms, thus producing a virtually unbreakable
code for its users. The program runs on a variety of microcomputers and is
widely available as freeware on online services all over the world such as Cix
and CompuServe. As a result, practically anyone can use it to make sure their
electronic communications are secure.26 A recent criminal case involving PGP
displays the ethical quagmire produced by use/misuse of this technology. In
Sacramento County, a man named William Steen was recently convicted and
sent to prison for trafficking in child pornography over computers and then try-
ing to hire a man to kill a teenager who testified against him.27 However,
because Steen used PGP to encrypt his electronic transmissions, police were
unable to catch any of Steen's network of child pornography associates, which
officials suspect was extensive.28 On the more positive side, Zimmerman reports
that he has received letters from people of the former Eastern Bloc, such as
Latvian "refuseniks," who are effusive in their gratitude at having been able to
use PGP to protect their communications from agents of repressive police
states.29

The Administration has championed the adoption of the Clipper Chip as an
industry standard in order to mitigate the negative aspects of the technology,
while still maintaining the availability of public-key encryption software for
legitimate uses. Critics argue, however, that Clipper will not accomplish its
intended purposes and that the intent of the Federal Government to make
Clipper mandatory for all government uses (while not banning other forms of
encryption on the market) will, in effect, destroy the ability of private producers
to compete in the digital marketplace. They believe the Government's buying
power will drive the market, thus making use of the Clipper something much
less than "voluntary." 30 Others argue that the encryption "genie" is already out
of the bottle, and even if Clipper becomes dominant in most mainstream prod-
ucts, sophisticated criminals will still be able to circumvent it by using other
types of secure encryption programs.3 ' There also have been recent reports that a
glitch in the Clipper Chip could make it potentially "crackable" thus defeating
its entire purpose.32
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These various criticisms of the Clipper proposal recently have appeared to
have some effect on the administration's stance on the project. In fact, since the
original draft of this article, in response to the fierce public outcry and
Congressional opposition to the Clipper proposal (not to mention its technical
limitations), the Administration has backed down somewhat from its support of
the device. Vice President Gore expressed this shift in policy in a letter to
Clipper opponent Representative Maria Cantwell in which he affirmed that
while Clipper may still be considered for surveillance of telephone communica-
tions it would not be adapted for computer and video networks.33 Gore also
firmly reasserted, however, the Administration's support of the concept of "key
escrow", albeit using a more efficient and versatile technology possibly pro-
duced through cooperation with private industry.34 Critics still remain skeptical
that the Administration has truly reversed itself on the Clipper issue and contin-
ue to vehemently oppose the "key escrow" concept regardless of what techno-
logical form it may eventually take.35 Thus, the public debate over strong
encryption technology promises to rage on, and although different technologies
may come and go, the central issue of "balancing" individual privacy with the
needs of law enforcement and national security will continue to characterize the
national discourse on public information policy. Archivists must be actively
involved in this dialogue over possible consequences of widespread private and
governmental use of public-key encryption, especially since the technology
offers so many possible positive and negative implications for the archival
administration of electronic records. Remaining on the sidelines in this discus-
sion will only serve to complicate further the difficult issues archivists already
face in trying to deal with electronic records.

VI. The Positive Implications of Public-Key Encryption
for the Archival Administration

of Electronic Records

Perhaps the most significant advantage that public-key encryption offers to
the archival administration of electronic records involves the technology's abili-
ty to provide virtually unquestionable authentication of data and transmissions.
The unassailable security offered by public-key encryption "makes it impossible
to forge or alter a document in any way once it has been electronically
signed."36 In fact since the "keys authenticate messages as well as protect them
from prying eyes...if a message can be decrypted using your public key, that's a
guarantee that the message came from you-and you can't later disavow it."37

These factors have led some lawyers to propose that electronic documents,
transactions and data may be considered legally binding if they are "electroni-
cally signed" through the use of public-key encryption. Thus, public-key
encryption technology can be viewed as producing "digital signatures, in the
lawyerly sense of evidence of intent to be bound" and can also be employed like
a "shipping document" to provide "evidence of origin."38 Furthermore, encrypt-
ed documents can be said to have a sort of seal on them. Documents stored elec-
tronically may degrade over time, due to intentional changes, accidents and
even natural causes. If a document is encrypted, then a lawyer later brings the
document out of the electronic files in a decoded form, the successful decoding
corroborates the document's authenticity and completeness.39
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Public-key encryption offers technological capabilities which can satisfy var-
ious evidential and informational needs in the construction of archivally-sensi-
tive electronic record-keeping systems. David Bearman and Richard Cox have
constructed a model for what they term the "functional requirements of record-
keeping systems." They believe these requirements will enable archivists to
articulate the legal and historical safeguards that should be built into electronic
record-keeping systems by systems designers. One of these requirements
emphasizes that electronic record-keeping systems must ensure that records are"authentic" in that "the system must validate records creators and/or authoriz-
ers. "40 As has been discussed above, public-key encryption technology offers
virtually foolproof guarantees of creator authenticity. Another "functional
requirement" proposes that the record-keeping system should be "sound" in that
"the integrity of records is protected from accidental or purposeful damage or
destruction, and from any modification after they have been received by anyone
other than the creator."'" As has been discussed above, public-key encryption
technology can certainly be adapted to prevent the alteration of documents and
to ensure that only certain individuals should have access to certain transmis-
sions/records.

A third "functional requirement" outlined by Bearman for constructing
archivally-sound record-keeping systems is the provision that records should beremovable" in that "it must be possible, with appropriate authority, to remove
records from the system, leaving only audit trails to document their prior exis-
tence." 42 A vexing problem that has confronted archivists dealing with electron-
ic records has been the lack of ability to "destroy" electronic records which for
legal or archival purposes are not worthy of retention. Various software pack-
ages have been developed to recover data that had been previously "deleted"
from electronic files, leaving archivists unclear as to whether it is safe to believe
that any deleted electronic record can be said to have been "destroyed" in the
traditional archival sense. In comparison to traditional methods of electronic
deletion of records, the adaptation of public-key encryption technology may
provide more reliable assurances that a discarded record will truly never be
accessed again by any means. Although encryption-based techniques for
"destroying" electronic records may not be as completely rigorous as the macer-
ation of paper records, a parallel could perhaps be drawn between encryption-
based destruction of electronic records and the "pulping" of paper records. 43

This encryption technology may also certify that only certain individuals with
proper authority are permitted to remove records or to access them in a refer-
ence capacity.

Another essential requirement of archivally-sensitive record-keeping systems
proposed by David Bearman is that they should retain records that are "com-
plete" in that "records accurately capture all information recorded or generated
by their creators." ' As a corollary of this requirement Bearman also demands
that "records incorporate or link to, a representation of the software functionali-
ty that created them, other versions or views...and other structural information
that adds to their meaning .... Records incorporate, or are linked to, information
about the context of their creation." 45 David Wallace has theorized that this
requirement may be fulfilled through the intervention of archival principles in
the creation of metadata structures in record-keeping systems that will produce
the necessary contextual information about electronic records. He concludes
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that: "Provision for the creation and capture of accurate and comprehensive
metadata in the systems design stage provides the archival community with an
operative strategy for capturing the crucial contextual information that provides
an understanding of electronic records and the records-keeping systems in
which they reside."46 Public-key encryption technology may be integrated into
such metadata structures to ensure that contextual information generated by
record-keeping systems is authentic and reliable. Encryption technology may
also be adapted to guarantee the sanctity of the "links" between specific elec-
tronic records and the metadata about them imbedded within the record-keeping
systems which will provide the contextual information necessary to safeguard
the archival evidential and informational value of the records.

Several archival theorists have hypothesized that the centuries-old "science"
of diplomatics may be adapted to provide a basis for the archival administration
of electronic records.47 Public-key encryption technology, used in conjunction
with the method of inquiry engendered by the paradigms of diplomatics to
define document form and function, may provide a powerful basis to a new
methodology for the archival management of electronic records. The auxiliary
science of diplomatics was introduced in 1681 by the French Benedictine monk
Dom Jean Mabillon and was "focused originally on establishing the authenticity
of charters or diplomas...and other early medieval legal documents in archives
by the study of their form...and has provided useful techniques for European
archivists since the seventeenth century."48 In its rigid "attention to form and
record-keeping, diplomatics is ultimately concerned with the authenticity of
documents."'49 Thus, public-key encryption, with its ironclad abilities to estab-
lish the authenticity of electronic documents and other transmissions, may serve
as a cornerstone of a "modem diplomatics" designed to establish greater consis-
tency and organization in the way archivists deal with electronic records.

The mere implementation of public-key encryption to authenticate docu-
ments, however, is not sufficient in and of itself to define new approaches to
electronic records based on re-interpretations of diplomatics. Archivists must
also seek to create more solid definitions of document and data forms which are
peculiar to electronic records, using as guidelines the modes of inquiry estab-
lished as the foundation of traditional diplomatics. Luciana Duranti observes
that "modem archivists use terms such as 'medium,' 'form,' 'logical relations,'
'physical relations,'... 'document profile' in a very inconsistent way, and keep
creating arbitrary terms every time they encounter an entity which appears
slightly different from those which with they are familiar."5 Thus she advocates
that archivists should appropriate a more diplomatic rigidity in their definitions
of electronic records' form/function, "the precision of diplomatic terminology
gives communication between archivists and among the information professions
a clarity which is lacking in much of the terminology now in use."'5 1 The rigor
applied to document form and function that is a product of the diplomatic mode
of inquiry may, therefore, be employed to help archivists articulate archival
needs to systems designers constructing record-keeping systems (as has been
advocated by many electronic records experts). Knowledge of public-key
encryption technology not only helps to fulfill important "functional require-
ments" of electronic record-keeping systems, but also, employed in conjunction
with diplomatic analysis of electronic records' form and transactional functions,
helps provide the basis for a "modern diplomatics" for electronic records.
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Public-key encryption can provide the archivist with the necessary tools to
authenticate electronic records (much as the "seal" or signature did for paper
documents), but in order to be employed in a truly meaningful archival fashion,
the capabilities and functions of these tools must be clearly defined by the theo-
retical constructs provided by diplomatic analysis.

VII. The Negative Implications of Public-Key Encryption
for the Archival Administration

of Electronic Records
Although public-key encryption offers several potential advantages to

archivists who are attempting to address the complicated issues surrounding the
management of electronic records, archivists also have an urgent need to
become educated about the possible negative aspects of this technology for the
archival profession. Foremost among these aspects is the danger of archivists
being isolated from the policy and decision-making process surrounding imple-
mentation of public-key encryption in institutional electronic record-keeping
and communication systems. As has been discussed previously, if archivists are
unable, for whatever reason, to secure access to the "keys" protecting electronic
records, the possibility exists that materials of enduring value may, in effect, be
lost forever. Needless to say, this problem also extends to the archival adminis-
tration of "manuscripts" or "personal papers" produced electronically and
"locked" up by encryption mechanisms. The widespread use of public-key
encryption technology among individuals and organizations, coupled with a
lack of archival intervention or knowledge, may thus produce a situation in
which irreparable damage is done to the integrity of society's historical record.

The daunting potential consequence of the loss of the historical record is fur-
ther complicated by a related issue, that of preservation of "keys" to encrypted
archival records. Even if an organization or individual voluntarily grants
archivists either custody of, or access to, all the keys to encrypted records, the
issue of maintaining/preserving the data integrity of voluminous files of 100-
200 digit keys, and migrating them to future systems, may pose serious prob-
lems for archivists. Preservation of the keys to encrypted records will become
absolutely essential for future access to researchers or administrators. Archives
and other administrative areas in institutions are increasingly concerned about
how budgetary commitments required for the preservation of electronic records
will be met, and the widespread use of public-encryption technology could fur-
ther exacerbate this problem.

The availability of public-key encryption technology, regardless of the
Clinton administration's efforts to limit its use by establishing the Clipper "back
door" as the national standard, also increases the ability of organizations and
individuals to manipulate, hide and sanitize their records. As with any new, rel-
atively untested technological development, the possibilities of fraud, deception
and abuse of the power of public-key encryption exist. In fact this technology
already is being publicized as an effective tool for organizations to employ to
"hide documents from unauthorized lookers, 52 and if archivists do not remain
vigilant of this possibility they run the risk of becoming "unauthorized lookers"
in relation to the level of access they may have to the records of parent institu-
tions. Even the government is not immune from this scenario, although on the
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surface it would seem that the mandatory use of Clipper (or some future key
escrow standard) by government agencies would ensure "authorized" access to
government archivists. The Department of Defense, however, has announced
that it will install its own public-key encryption system for its e-mail transmis-
sions based on the "Skipjack" algorithm. 3 Although this system will have "key-
escrow" capability like Clipper, it is not at all apparent that this agency will be
subject to the Administration's stipulation that all Clipper keys should be held
"in escrow" by both the Treasury Department and the National Institute of
Standards and Technology to prevent governmental abuse.54

Another difficulty which public-key encryption technology could pose for the
archival profession is the fact that this technology may accelerate the diminish-
ment of traditional paper-based records, thus further intensifying the need for
archivists to reach some reasonable conclusions as to effective means of manag-
ing electronic records. Several businesses and other institutions are already
making plans for the implementation of "digital cash" and "digital signatures"
(based on public-key systems) to encourage paperless transactions and to estab-
lish the "speedier replacement of paper-based commerce by electronic-based
commerce. '55 The dynamics of electronic-transaction-based records pose major
intellectual and technical challenges for a profession which already is far behind
in its approaches for dealing with electronic records.

A related drawback of the wide scale implementation of public-key encryp-
tion for archivists struggling with the issues of managing electronic records,
centers around the public attitudes spawned by the fierce national debate over
this technology. Although archival theorists such as David Bearman have cham-
pioned the construction of archivally-sound record-keeping systems that do not
directly involve the user in record retention or definition decisions,56 the public
paranoia engendered by debate over government snooping through Clipper may
produce corporate cultures resistant to the implementation of such systems. This
fear of the general lack of security and privacy characteristic of electronic docu-
ments/transmissions may lead to conscious or unconscious sanitization of elec-
tronic records by the parties involved, thus further undermining the integrity of
the historical record of modem society.

VIII. Conclusion

The emergence of public-key encryption technology presents both abundant
opportunities and serious challenges to archivists endeavoring to create theoreti-
cal and practical constructs for the administration of electronic records.
Unfortunately, the archival community has consistently suffered from the lack
of a clear public voice in issues of information policy which may jeopardize
their professional missions. The debate over public-key encryption is not one in
which archivists can afford to maintain their traditional profile in the "base-
ment" or the background, the stakes are much too high. Although public-key
encryption has existed in theory since the mid-1970's and in practice since the
late 1980's, this topic has remained virtually non-existent in archival literature.
Archivists must become knowledgeable of the capabilities of this technology as
well as understand the political and social ramifications inherent to public-key
encryption. Archivists must also critically assess the implications of public-key
encryption for the positive development of archival theory and practice for elec-
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tronic records. Public-key encryption technology holds both the "key" for the
improvement of the archival administration of electronic records, and also for
the serious degradation of the archival profession's ability to deal effectively
with them. Archivists need to make the choice as to which of these "keys" will
decrypt the meaning of their tenuous future.
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